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NEW QUESTION: 1
/site/script.php?user=admin&amp;pass=pass%20or%201=1 HTTP / 1.1
"200 5724
A. Option B
B. Option C
C. Option A
D. Option D
Answer: B
Explanation:
Explanation
The code in the question is an example of a SQL Injection
attack. The code '1=1' will always provide a value of true.
This can be included in statement designed to return all rows
in a SQL table.
In this question, the administrator has implemented client-side
input validation. Client-sidevalidation can be bypassed. It is
much more difficult to bypass server-side input validation.
SQL injection is a code injection technique, used to attack
data-driven applications, in which malicious SQL statements are
inserted into an entry field for execution (e.g. to dump the

database contents to the attacker).
SQL injection must exploit a security vulnerability in an
application's software, for example, when user input is either
incorrectly filtered for string literal escape characters
embedded in SQL statements or user input is not strongly typed
and unexpectedly executed. SQL injection is mostly known as an
attack vector for websites but can be used to attack any type
of SQL database.

NEW QUESTION: 2
How many nodes are possible in a BE-DSA where OneNDS is
deployed in 2 sites?
A. 3 BE-DS nodes as DSA is always a triplet.
B. 2 BE-DS Nodes - 1 node in each site.
C. 4 BE-DSA nodes in 1 BE-DS.
D. 2 BE-DS nodes in each site making it a total of 4 nodes.
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 3
A large financial company is deploying applications that
consist of Amazon EC2 and Amazon RDS instances to the AWS Cloud
using AWS Cloud Formation.
The CloudFormation stack has the following stack policy:
The company wants to ensure that developers do not lose data by
accidentally removing or replacing RDS instances when updating
me Cloud Formation stack Developers also still need to be able
to modify or remove EC2 instances as needed How should the
company change the stack policy to meet these requirements?
A. Add a second statement that specifies "Effect" "Deny"
"Action" ["Update'"] for all logical RDS resources
B. Modify the statement to specify "Effect" "Deny" "Action"
["Update *"] for all logical RDS resources
C. Modify the statement to specify "Effect" "Deny" "Action"
("Update Delete"] lor all logical RDS resources
D. Add a second statement that specifies "Effect" "Deny"
"Action" ["Update Delete" "Update Replace"] for all logical RDS
resources
Answer: D
Explanation:
Explanation
https://docs.aws.amazon.com/AWSCloudFormation/latest/UserGuide/
protect-stack-resources.html

NEW QUESTION: 4
Does Amazon DynamoDB support both increment and decrement
atomic operations?

A. No, neither increment nor decrement operations.
B. Only increment, since decrement are inherently impossible
with DynamoDB's data model.
C. Only decrement, since increment are inherently impossible
with DynamoDB's data model.
D. Yes, both increment and decrement operations.
Answer: D
Explanation:
Amazon DynamoDB supports increment and decrement atomic
operations.
Reference:
http://docs.aws.amazon.com/amazondynamodb/latest/developerguide
/APISummary.html
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